Slavery of the Fuel Economy: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
The Dream
In the early morning of the 27th of February 2013, I had a dream where I was driving
across America in a small pickup pulling a shepherd's wagon as a camper. I was on a
mission in stopping at safe places across America to bring hope and encouragement to the
remnant Church in hiding from the antichrist regime then in power.
I looked down at my feet in the pickup and
notice my gas pedal was colored blood red. I
noticed the brake pedal was also red but of a
much lighter color.
I wondered about this while still dreaming,
“Why was my gas pedal bright red?” I then heard
a voice in the dream that said, “Since you were
using the fuel supplied by the Antichrist regime
also known as the New World Order (NWO), you
are under their power and the faster and farther
you drove, using their provided gas even through
you bought it, the more you were adding to their
right to demand your blood in the Courts of
Heaven.” I was dumbfounded at hearing this.
Breaking slowed down this process
somewhat but not the final outcome of this
judgment by Satan. Thus the reason for the
lighter red on the brake pedal but it was still red.
I realized while still dreaming that the more
I traveled to bring life to the remnant Church, the more I was heaping judgment upon myself
where Satan will demand my blood because I was using their provided energy to travel and
by buying it, agreed to their terms of use. It is assumed by this time, the Regime will require a
vow of fealty to Satan's government before you can buy or sell fuel – or use their
manufactured fuel at all.
Do Not Use Satan's Resources
As I was beginning to awaken, I began to pray about this dream. I was further shown
that the resources that are to be used by the remnant Church in hiding cannot come from the
resources of Satan's government. They must come from nature directly or provided by
YHWH supernaturally. Even stealing the fuel from the NWO will bring us under their right of
judgment.
This is a hard truth to accept considering Americas sense of just jumping in a car and
going wherever they want to without much thought of who they are becoming the servant of in
using their resources. Gas stations, refineries and oil wells are all heavily controlled by
government regulations and we as the people can only use this form of energy by agreeing to
all of the terms of the purchase agreement. This is a physical and spiritual fact.
Churches Source is Nature
Therefore based on this dream, our fuel and energy must come directly from nature or
supernaturally. If we can understand this truth, we will save ourselves from great distress in

the future.
If we live fully outside of the controls of the now emerging antichrist NWO government
by not using their fuel and other 'manufactured' resources, YHWH become our sole provider
and we then remain under his full protection from the evil hand of the antichrist regime. It is
seen in scripture that the great dragon who is Satan will aggressively and relentlessly pursue
the true remnant Church and murder all he can find of those who have held to the true faith in
YHWH.
Travel Resources
If travel is required, what are the alternatives to gas powered vehicles?
For near distance travel, there is the horse and the mule. I was just given a mule. I
said to the Lord when I was offered this 4 year old mule that I was not ready to care for mule
due to limited finances. I then realized that my timing is not God's timing and my sense of
readiness is not his requirement of readiness.
Secondly, the cars I have been able to afford over the last 2 years have been lemons
forcing one to pray fervently to get just a few miles in distance. I have asked the Lord why do
I keep getting junk vehicles? YHWH has no problem giving us what we need and a good
running car is a simple matter for God who created the universe. I can only assume YHWH is
preparing me... forcing me to not be reliant upon gas powered vehicles.
Translated Travel
The other form of travel for long distance was seen in the life of Philip who was
transported by YHWH to meet and Baptize the Ethiopian eunuch.
“...And they went both down into the water, both Philip and the Eunuch; and he baptized him.
And when they were come up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip, that the
Eunuch saw him no more; and he went on his way rejoicing.
But Philip was found at Azotus.” Acts 8:26-40.

Here we see Philip at the River Jordan and then suddenly he was instantly whisked
away by the Holy Spirit and found at Azotus. He was supernaturally transported.
The fact is we do not need to use the fuel and energy resources of the NWO but can
through faith come to rely upon the resources provided by nature and YHWH who is still the
uncontested creator of nature in its raw form.
To commit to only use the resources of YHWH as a means of transport will keep us
protected and safe to fulfill the mission of YHWH without the demand of our blood by Satan.
Choosing God's solution will keep us from pressing the blood-red gas pedal that will put us
under the justified judgment of Satan.
Other Transport Options
For me this is a big step as I had three 1969 VW bajas and a converted school bus
ready for transport in the mountains when the antichrist regime openly controls all fuel
availability.
Sadly, I could not keep the 3 VW Bajas running reliably either and the fuel cost of the
bus makes its usefulness limited. I have recently sold the 3 VW's and may after this dream
convert the bus to a wood-gas fuel system that enables me to burn wood and power the
Chevy 350 short block engine.
Another alternative for local transport is the bicycle. This option needs much more
consideration given the message of this dream. Bicycles can be powered (assisting the

human peddler) with solar powered electrical motors, compressed air motors and even a
small compact wood fired steam engine. Steam powered bicycles were available in the late
1800's. More on this later in this book in chapter 26.
We will do well if we heed this message as we prepare for the difficulties of the end
times that are soon to come upon us and even now is raising its ugly head in the form of
economic depression, job loss and the inevitable bankruptcy of the US government
implemented by President Obama.

